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Rally into the August Buzz-saw:
Our Monthly Survey of the Economy, Interest Rates, and Markets

Although you might not know it from stock perfor-
mance this year, August has been a particularly crummy
month during the current bull market. Since March 2009,
August performance has been abysmal, with an average
decline of 1.51%. For a longer time, August and September
together have represented a rough two-month stretch. Since
1980, the S&P 500 has averaged a decline of 1.0% across
August and September together.

This year, August is a rally month; and the leadership,
as we discuss below, is consistent with past markets led by
risk-on sectors and stocks. We’re not sure why this August
is behaving better than in past years. Potential positive stock-
market drivers include consecutive 250K monthly nonfarm
payrolls reports; the fragile stability in energy, commodi-
ties and currencies appears to be holding, even in the post-
Brexit environment; and better-than-expected calendar 2Q16
EPS. Likely it is a combination of all three along with more
amorphous factors, including the good feelings (mixed with
relief) around the Rio Olympics.

THE ECONOMY,
INTEREST RATES, AND EARNINGS
The Street was caught off guard by the weak 1.2% growth
rate reported for 2Q16 GDP. The performance revealed a
very uneven economy, with corporations unwilling to in-
vest but the consumers seemingly never feeling better. On
the upside, personal consumption expenditures jumped
4.2%, the highest rate of growth in over five years. Exports
rebounded from three straight negative readings across mid-
2015 through 1Q16, to 1.4% growth in 2Q16.

But fixed investment dropped 3.2%, with both resi-
dential and non-residential investment declining. Residen-
tial investment is already coming back, based on recent hous-
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ing data. But the decline in non-residential fixed investment,
a proxy for capital spending, is both worrisome and persis-
tent, after three straight quarters of decline.

Beyond weak capital spending, much of the weakness
in 2Q16 GPD reflected inventory drawdowns. In our experi-
ence, when OEMs grow cautious, distributors go into full-
fledged panic: they sell everything and buy nothing. Across
multiple sectors during the 2Q16 EPS season so far, we have
heard CFOs state that their sell-through (sales out of their
distributors) was higher than their sell-in (sales to distribu-
tors), even though it is sell-in alone that is counted in unit
volume and revenue calculations.

We could see a doubling effect in coming quarters, as
distributors race to fill bare-bones inventory levels while si-
multaneously servicing healthy end-user demand. That could
help reverse the weak GDP trend, assuming the consumer
stays strong.

Even if 2Q16 GDP growth is revised slightly higher,
GDP growth for 2016 is highly unlikely to reach 2% and
may come in around 1.7%-1.8%. Of course much depends
on second-half performance, which shows multiple signs of
expansion. In an election year, when you can count on the
incumbent President to prime the pump, we could see sec-
ond-half performance very different from the first half. Sec-
ond-half recovery assumes continued stabilization in global
currencies and commodities and some recovery in resource
and emerging economies.

We continue to look for 2017 GDP growth of 2.3%,
with growth consistent across most quarters. We have effec-
tively pushed out our economic growth timeline for the U.S.
economy, which has also had the effect of pushing out our
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expectations for Federal Reserve rate policy. As currencies and
commodity prices continue to stabilize across 2016 and into
2017, the environment should become more favorable for
growth. At the same time, monetary policy will not become
meaningfully restrictive until well into next year.

The long yield reached historical lows following the
Brexit vote. But the trajectory in the long bond yield since then –
and indeed across the entire Treasury yield curve – has been con-
sistent with a rapidly expanding economy. From 1.83% in June,
the 10-year yield crashed to an all-time low of 1.34% in July.

But the 10-year yield is now again on the upswing, touch-
ing 1.60% to start the mid-August trading week. The two-year
yield has rebounded to 0.69% from a post-Brexit low of 0.58%
but is still not back to the high of 0.89% late in May. The five-
year note now yields 1.12%, which again is up from 0.92%
one month ago but well below the 1.56% level seen in mid-
2016. The 10-year yield at around 1.37%, if off over 30 bps in
a month, while the 30-year yield of 2.12% remains at its all-
time low.

The reversal of rates provides reassurance for investors
concerned about future economic health. A flattening in the
yield curve is associated with risks of recession; importantly,
the longer end of the curve is outperforming the short end.
Still, yields are well down compared with one year ago or even
a few months ago. The reason U.S. rates remain low while the
U.S. economy is expanding may lie overseas.

U.S. interest rates are impacted by global recession fears
and the safe-haven trade in Treasury debt. Scarcity is also a
factor as Treasury issuance is running at about one-quarter peak
deficit levels. Global central banks are accommodative, which
pushes down global rates. Fixed income funds invested in nega-
tive-rate instruments are now in the trillions.

Given the pressures on U.S. yields from overseas, we
have lowered our outlook for rates across the two-year to 30-
year spectrum. Our 6-to 12-month rate forecast is now below
to the rates prevailing a year ago, when at the time we thought
rates would only move higher from there.

More than two-thirds of S&P 500 constituent companies
have now reported calendar earnings, and performance has been
better than the pre-reporting consensus forecast. The average
annual EPS change has been a decline of 2.0% on a share-
weighted basis. The 2.0% decline so far is better than expecta-
tions by the pre-reporting consensus for a 5% or worse earn-
ings decline. Excluding energy stocks, S&P 500 2Q16 earn-
ings are up 2.0% on a share-weighted basis. Energy has aver-
aged a 78% decline for companies that have reported so far.

For every one company reporting down earnings, two
companies have reported higher earnings. Downside EPS de-
clines are much sharper than average EPS gains. The two-thirds
of companies with higher earnings are averaging mid-teens
annual EPS growth for calendar 2Q16.

ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

As companies with deeply negative EPS trends begin
to lap easier comparisons in coming quarters, and assuming
currencies and commodities can find some level of stability,
these companies too will add favorable EPS momentum to
an already healthy EPS growth environment. For these rea-
sons, not just Argus but most industry analysis firms are
modeling high-single-digit to low-double-digit EPS growth
in the quarter.

Because we were above consensus going into the 2Q16
season, we have not had to revise our outlook. We continue
to look for 3% EPS growth in 2016, to $122 per share. For
2017, we continue to look for 10% growth to the $134 range.
To get to double-digit EPS growth in 2017, we need stable
currency, commodities and energy prices; we also need the
emerging economies to resume their growth role.

DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL MARKETS
Something has changed in this unpredictable year. The mar-
ket has continued to reach new highs and that has not
changed. For the first time all year, however, leadership is
squarely with risk-on and economically sensitive sectors, and
defensive sectors are pulling back.

That was not always the case. Earlier, we had the highly
unusual circumstance of equities hitting new highs while
the leadership sectors were defensive. The U.S. has been
seen as a “safe haven” even for equities. But those buying
into the U.S. market have been guarded in their outlook and
had been focusing on low-beta, low-volatility names. That
trade appears to be over, at least for now. Based on what we
have seen across the third quarter, investors have embraced
traditional bull market leadership, the weak GPD reading
notwithstanding.

From a roughly 2% annual gain one month ago, our
composite of major equity and bond indexes is now up nearly
7% year-to-date. The turnaround in sector preferences is re-
flected in relative performance of indexes that are smaller
cap in nature, have higher betas and less current income.
Thus, the Russell 2000, which was barely positive one month
ago, is now the index leader with a 9.4% gain – putting a bit
more than one percentage point ahead of the DJIA and the
S&P 500.

Growth is again in front of value, as the Wilshire Large
Cap Growth index leads its value cousin by 150 bps. The only
in our survey that lost ground in the past month is the Lehman
US Aggregate Bond Index, which went from a 5.1% gain –
and a leading position among the indexes – to a 4.7% gain.
After the sharp recent rise in rates, we could see bond prices
stabilize and consolidate as investors prepare for the next step.

We have noted that defensive sectors built too much
of an early lead to surrender full-year leadership in 2016.
With about four and a half trading months to go, the two
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leading sectors are telecom services, up 24%; and utilities,
up 9%. Note, however, that both have given back in the past
month, with utilities and telecom both shaving 400-500 bps
off their year-to-date gains.

The biggest leadership shift is in consumer staples, now
up 9.6%. Technology, which was barely above break-even a
month ago, is now nipping at staples’ heels with a 9.5% ad-
vance. The unlikely bronze medal winner (meaning third-place
sector) in this Olympics season is energy, which continues to
hold a 14% year-to-date gain.

Financials are at the bottom of the heap with just a 2%
gain. Both healthcare and consumer discretionary are now up
more than 5%. In short, this market rally is not only deep, it is
broad, sweeping in sectors (excluding financial services) that
have been excluded all year. This breadth alone may be enough
to overwhelm highly bearish “sell everything” calls from
hedge fund Double Line and even from Goldman Sachs.

In just the past month, sector weights have shifted – in
some cases dramatically – toward traditional risk-on leader-
ship sectors. Between early July and early August, the tech-
nology sector weight increased by 80 bps, to 20.6% - above
the high end of the sector’s historical 15%-20% band.
Healthcare is another sector that gained ground in the past
month, moving from a 14.7% weighing to 15.1%.

Sectors that shed weight in the past month include con-
sumer staples, losing 50 bps; and utilities and telecom ser-
vices, both down 20 bps. While those are smaller moves, utili-
ties and telecom services are by nature smaller weightings;
so their declines are proportional with the pullback in Staples.

Even with its strong bounce back over the past month,
healthcare is down 50 basis points from a year ago, when its
weighting of 15.6% was near peak (and above the high end
of the historical 10%-15% range). Healthcare has suffered
from both risk-off slamming biotech stocks, and political pot-
shots from both parties that promise a more restrained profit-
growth environment.

Financial services, at a 15.7% weighting, is down 110
bps year-over-year as sector stocks have tracked interest rates
lower. Energy, on the other hand, is finally level with where it
was a year ago, at a 7% weighting.

World stocks have gained in the post-Brexit era. Com-
pared with one month ago, when our global composite was

up 3.7%, the composite of indexes is now up 8.7%. The two
notable winners are Brazil and, surprisingly, UK.

Resource economies continue to lead in 2016. Our re-
source-nation basket is up 24%, led by a breathtaking 33%
gain for grain producer and Olympic host Brazil. The Ameri-
cas composite (U.S., Mexico, Canada, and Brazil) is simi-
larly benefiting from resources exposure, with a 17% gain
year-to-date. Aided by Russia and Brazil, BRIC is up about
16% - and even China has poked into the win column.

One of the more surprising outcomes is that UK is up
12% year-to-date, presumably as some traders reckon that
cutting ties with EU is a good thing. The Euro Zone markets
are not so sanguine, with a 5% decline for the Eurozone in-
dex. The average of “Mature” nation indexes is nearly flat
for the year with less than a 1% gain.

CONCLUSION
Market gains for this particular August, if sustained, will be
an important determinant of full-year performance. As we
remind investors each year, there comes an “event horizon”
in the stock market every fall beyond which the course of the
year is pretty much determined.

In a word, the leading tendencies of the year continue
and then accelerate into year-end in exaggerated fashion. In
losing years, hold-out bulls must shorten up and swing de-
fensive or risk getting crushed in their full-year returns. In
winning years, hold-out bears must similarly go long and
buy market-favorite stocks, industries and sectors, or risk
presenting clients with even more deeply lagging performance
than was visible at mid-year.

We believe this market is being driven by professional
investor skepticism and mounting retail anxiety that the train
is leaving the station and leaving the bears behind. Skepti-
cism by professional investors would suggest there is money
on the sidelines to feed further increments of the current rally.
Fear of being left behind, meanwhile, leads to a strengthen-
ing flow of retail funds into stock. If this flow turns into a
torrent, any resultant short squeeze would push the major
equity indexes higher still.

Investors are back in “buy the dip” mode, at least for
now. The event horizon is still some time off, but drawing
nearer every day.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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